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New Systems; Established Traditions:
Governor James Grant's Indian Diplomacy
and the Evolution of British Colonial Policy,
1760-1771
by James L. Hill

J

ames Grant, the first governor of the British province of East
Florida, arrived at St. Augustine in 1763 with a determination
to prioritize Indian diplomacy. He desperately wanted to avoid
violence between settlers and the neighboring Creek Indians, as
he feared that internecine warfare on the frontier would scare
potential immigrants from moving to the colony. The governor
sought peaceful relations, not as a humanitarian aim, but as a
means of advancing his goal of developing East Florida. To this end,
Grant devised what he called a "new system" for the management
of Indian affairs. This "new system," actually relied on traditions of
gift exchange and reciprocity long used by Southeastern Indians,
which Grant familiarized himself with while serving in the AngloCherokee War of 1759-1761. Grant only spent a brief amount of
time with the Cherokees, but gained valuable knowledge of their
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diplomatic discourse and customs. From this experience, Grant
acquired a basic understanding of indigenous diplomatic networks
in the Southeast.
In his subsequent role as Governor of East Florida, Grant's
Cherokee experiences allowed him to work within Creek systems
of diplomacy and maintain peace between East Florida's Native
and European residents. While the diplomatic customs Grant
relied upon actually drew upon long-established Native traditions,
Grant's opinions and methods represented a departure within
British colonial administration. At a basic level, they mirrored
a shift in American Indian policy throughout British North
America, one which attempted to limit conflict between colonists
and Native peoples through mediation and physical separation
of the two. However, the government of British East Florida not
only participated in this policy shift, it also conducted a colonial
experiment, one which attempted to forestall colonial-Native
conflict before it could even start by attempting to engage,
understand, and employ Native diplomatic practices.
The development of James Grant's Indian policy began
with his experiences in the Anglo-Cherokee War of 1759-1761.
A military man from a prominent Scottish -family, Grant spent
his entire career in Europe prior to his promotion to major and
appointment to North American service in 1757. His first line of
duty brought him to Fort Loudoun, in south-central Pennsylvania,
with the force General John Forbes was preparing for an assault
on Fort Duquesne (present-day Pittsburgh). There, he had his first
experience with North American Indians when he was tasked with
appeasing a number of disgruntled Cherokees who had gathered
around the fort demanding goods. These Cherokees had traveled
north to fight alongside Forbes, at his request, but had seen no
action, as Forbes was not yet prepared to move on the fort. In the
meantime, Forbes had refused to give them the goods they had been
promised. He wanted the Cherokees there in Pennsylvania, ready
to fight at a moment's notice, but he only wished to compensate
them for time served in the field. This caused serious problems
for the Cherokees. In Cherokee culture, reciprocity served as the
foundation of any diplomatic relationship. As long as Cherokees
were to aid Britain by forming war parties, they expected British
leaders to provide for them in return. Commanders such as
Forbes considered their demands to be insolent. They viewed the
Cherokees as subordinates, not equals, and treated them as such.
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As one scholar states, "Cherokees interpreted British penury as a
clear demonstration of Britain's disdain for them, which it was." 1
Compounding the matter was that fact that the Cherokees'
service alongside Forbes incurred a material hardship for them
and their families. Every day a Cherokee man spent at war was a
day he could not J;mnt for the skins and furs which were his and
his family's primary means of acquiring European trade goods.
Cherokee warriors expected that they would be compensated for
the time they could have spent hunting. To them, "presents" were
necessities which made up for the loss of hunting opportunities. 2
Grant sympathized with the Cherokees' plight. After some
friendly talks, Grant acceded to their demands and gave them
the presents being kept in the fort. He prevented a conflagration,
but failed to convince the Cherokees to remain with Forbes's
expedition. They went home relatively satisfied, and Grant had
discovered that he enjoyed both the company of the Cherokees and
the game of diplomacy. Unfortunately, the less patient members
of the Cherokee party had not waited around for the gregarious
major. They instead took out their frustrations on the western
1

2

For Grant's service in the Ohio Valley in 1758, see Gregory Evans Dowd, War
under Heaven: Pontiac, the Indian Nations, and the British Empire (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002), 49-50; John Oliphant, Peace and War
on the Anglo-Cherokee Frontier, 1756-63 (Hampshire, UK: Palgrave, 2001), 5960; ·Paul D. Nelson, General James Grant: Scottish Soldier and Royal Governor of
East Florida (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1993), 19-22. For the
importance of gifts to Cherokees, see Tyler Boulware, Deconstructing the
Cherokee Nation: Town, Regi,on, and Nation among Eighteenth-Century Cherokees
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2011), 98-100; Dowd, '"Insidious
Friends': Gift-Giving and the Cherokee-British Alliance in the Seven Years'
War," in Contact Points: North American Frontiers, 1750-1830, ed. Andrew R.
L. Cayton and Fredrika]. Teute (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1998), 116, 135-139. Dowd in particular argues that the British looked
at Cherokee demands for gifts as mercenary, rejecting the Cherokee view that
they were the fulfillment of British obligations in a partnership of equals.
Although Joseph M. Hall focuses on Spanish-Creek relations in a different
era, his analysis on the meanings of gifts in Native cultures is instructive here.
If reciprocal exchange of goods, food, or services served as the foundation
of an alliance; a one-sided exchange signified a hierarchical relationship.
If one party gave without receiving anything in return, they were essentially
offering the other party tribute. The Cherokees likely interpreted Forbes's
withholding of gifts as an attempt to force them into a subordinate role in the
alliance, with the general's arrogant behavior not helping matters. See Joseph
M. Hall, Jr., Zamumo's Gifts: Indian-European Exchange in the Colonial Southeast
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2009), 7-10, 62-63.
Boulware, Deconstructing the Cherokee Nation, 99; David H. Corkran, The Cherohee
Frontier: Conflict and Survival, 1740-62 (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1962), 129.
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settlements of Virginia, pillaging farms and stealing horses to
make up for Forbes's inability to hold up his end of their bargain.
This was not the first time such incidents had occurred, and angry
Virginians had retaliated. Western Virginia experienced a number
of skirmishes throughout the remainder of Forbes's campaign.
These developments would go on to have major implications for
Grant, the Cherokees, and the British colonial establishment. 3
Shortly after the Cherokee negotiations, Grant led an
overzealous and failed attempt to assault Fort Duquesne which
resulted in him being taken prisoner by the French. After being
held for over a year, he was finally released in an exchange in late
1759. During Grant's imprisonment, Anglo-Cherokee relations
had deteriorated badly. In 1757, Virginia officials delivered a
shipment of presents intended for a Lower Cherokee party to the
wrong location, and were uncertain as to where they had gone.
The party took the error as an intentional slight and responded
by pillaging the countryside. In Pennsylvania, an Overhill party
under Attakullakulla became impatient with the lack of activity
and tried to return home. General Forhes accused Attakullakulla
of insubordination and desertion, refused to provide his party with
gifts, and confiscated what supplies the army -had given them.
Yet, the crucial developments occurred in South Carolina,
whose governor, William Henry Lyttelton, failed to differentiate
hostile and friendly Cherokee factions. In mid-1759, disgruntled
Overhills from the town of Settico attacked North Carolina
settlements, and Lyttelton responded by imposing an embargo
upon the whole. When tensions escalated, he took two Cherokee
peace delegations hostage, raised a provincial militia regiment and
began to march toward the Lower Towns with the prisoners in tow.
Under compulsion, the hostages signed a peace treaty but those
who were released repudiated it and rendered it meaningless.
Matters turned grave when the remaining hostages began to
succumb to a smallpox epidemic that ravaged the garrison at
Fort Prince George, where they were being held. Most Cherokees
blamed the British for their deaths, and a tense standoff at the fort
escalated into a bloodbath. 4
3
4

Boulware, Deconstructing the Cherokee Nation, 100-103; Corkran, Cherokee Frontier,
149-162; Oliphant, Peace and War, 59-60.
The Fort Loudoun mentioned here is different than that mentioned earlier
in the essay, and was situated among the Overhill Cherokees in what is now
eastern Tennessee. The freed hostages signed the treaty as a condition of their
release. Paul Demere to William Henry Lyttelton, Fort Loudoun [Overhills],
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The incident at Fort Prince George led Lyttelton and Britain's
Commander-in-Chief in North America, Jeffery Amherst, to
prepare an offensive against the Cherokee towns. This is where
Grant enters the picture. Amherst placed Colonel Archibald
Montgomery in charge of an expeditionary force and made
Grant second-in-command, temporarily promoting the latter to
Lieutenant Colonel. In May 1760 he sent Montgomery, Grant, and
a regiment of British regulars, to be joined by Carolina Provincial
forces, against the Lower and Middle Cherokee Towns, which lay
between South Carolina and the Overhills. Neither Montgomery
nor Grant had much enthusiasm for this war. Both sympathized
with the Cherokees, and were frustrated by South Carolina's
reluctance to provide wagons, provisions, and other supplies for
the campaign. They followed Amherst's orders to the minimum
extent possible, burning much of the Lower Towns, but leaving
their crops standing, and making little effort to actually engage
the Cherokees in battle. Despite their show of force, Montgomery
and his regiment failed to obtain the Cherokees' surrender and
were greatly weakened during the one occasion in which they
did confront Cherokee warriors, a costly standoff near the Lower
Cherokee town of Echoe. The army returned to Charles Town
at the end of July 1760. Fatigued by the campaign, Montgomery
decided to take leave of his command. In his request for a furlough,
Montgomery recommended the appointment of Grant in his
stead. Grant obtained command of the regiment and a permanent
promotion to Lieutenant Colonel. 5

5

July 10,1759, in W. Stitt Robinson, ed., Early American Indian Documents: Treaties
and Laws, 1607-1789, Vol. XIV, North and South Carolina Trea~ies, 1756-1775
(hereafter NSC7) (Frederick, MD: University Publications of America, 2003),
105-106; "Conference of Governor Lyttelton and Council with Cherokee
Leaders .. ," Charles Town, October 18-20, 22, 1759, NSCT, 109-116; Lyttelton to
the Board of Trade, Charles Town, October 23, 1759, NSCT, 116-117; Qournal
of the Lyttelton Expedition], November 11 - December 9, 1759, James Grant
of Ballindalloch Papers (hereafter ]GP), Reel 30, Frames 321-324, Microfilm,
Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.; John Stuart to
[Grant], Fort Loudoun [Overhills], May 2, 1760, ]GP, Reel 31, Frames 18-19;
"Treaty of Peace and Friendship with the Cherokees," Fort Prince George,
December 26, 1759, NSCT, 120-123; Boulware, Deconstructing the Cherokee
Nation, 103, 106-108, 112-119; Corkran, CherokeeFrontier, 115-124, 160-161, 181190, 194-195; Oliphant, Peace and War, 57-61, 69-71, 105-112.
The restraint showed by Montgomery and Grarit should not obscure the
violence of their campaign. They caused widespread destruction and forced
the entire Lower Cherokee population to flee their homes and seek refuge
among neighboring peoples. For the Montgomery campaign, see Qournal of
the Montgomery Campaign], April 4 - June 26, 1760, ]GP, Reel 31, Frames
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After a brief trip to New York to confer with Amherst, Grant
returned to Charles Town in January 1761 and began to plan
his offensive. Grant's opinion of Americans had never been very
high, and worsened with his service in South Carolina. Grant
wrote to Amherst, placing blame on Lyttelton and the colonists
for the outbreak of hostilities. In Grant's view, the Cherokees had
been bullied and pushed into open warfare - by the Virginians,
Carolinians, and Lyttelton's government. Showing sympathy for
the Cherokees, Grant claimed that "if both Parties were heard, I
fancy the Indians have been the worst used." He believed that the
key acts of treachery had been the kidnapping of the Cherokee
peace delegations in 1759, and the subsequent murdering of many
of those prisoners. Not only had these actions provoked war, they
also made any resolution of the conflict difficult to achieve, as they
eroded any trust the Cherokees had in British officials. To illustrate
his point, Grant described an incident from the previous summer.
Unbeknownst to the army, a party of peace-minded headmen had
decided to come down and treat with Montgomery. However,
rumors circulated that the British forces were to deceive them and
take them captive, much as they had at Charles Town. Grant argued
that Lyttelton and the provincial militia's behavior had severely
impeded chances for peace, as " [t]he Treatment their Hostages
had met with [referencing the slaughter of the Cherokee prisoners
at Fort Prince George] induced them to believe this Report the
more readily, & so an End was put to our making Peace." 6
Grant harbored a great ambivalence about the 1761 campaign.
Despite acknowledging the legitimacy of the Cherokees'
grievances, Grant felt that the war had progressed too far for the
British to negotiate a peace without military victory. Britain needed
to emerge from this conflict having demonstrated its strength and
capabilities. In Grant's eyes, the protection of British imperial
power was just as important as providing justice to the Cherokees.

6

138-160;John R. Alden, John Stuart and the Southern Colonial Frontier: A Study of
Indian Relations, War, Trade, and Land Problems in the Southern Wilderness, 17541775 (Reprint, New York: Gordian Press, 1966), 87-88, 101-124; Boulware,
Deconstructing the Cherokee Nation, 119-121; Corkran, Cherokee Frontier, 198-199,
207-215; Nelson, Governor James Grant, 25-28; Oliphant, Peace and War, ch. 4.
For Grant's appointment, see Jeffery Amherst to Grant, New York, December
15, 1760, ]GP, Reel 31, Frames 107-114, 167; Corkran, Cherokee Frontier, 245;
Nelson, GovernorJames Grant, 28-29.
Grant to Amherst, Charles Town, January 17, 1761,JGP, Reel 32, Frames 374379 ("if both Parties ... " and " [t] he Treatment. . . "); Corkran, Cherokee Frontier,
245-246; Nelson, GovernorJames Grant, 31.
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He argued that "tho Peace may be desirable, we are not to appear
anxious to bring it about, & as things have gone so far, the Indians
must be corrected & should in some Measure, be in our Power,
before Terms are thought of. "7
Grant decided to move ahead with his campaign, and adjusted
his tactics to suit Amherst's calls for aggression. By July 1761, Grant
had pushed through the Middle Towns, this time annihilating crops
as well as buildings. However, he thereafter halted his campaign
and returned to Fort Prince George, claiming (truthfully) that
his forces were fatigued. While the retreat gave his troops some
much needed rest, it also gave Attakullakulla and other Overhill
leaders the time they needed to assemble a peace proposal. Grant
received the leaders hospitably and respectfully, smoking and
dining with them while refra,ining from making threats. They came
to an agreement that peace would come without further punitive
measures: the executions Lyttelton had demanded would not take
place, nor would the British demand any of their territory. Lacking
authority to make terms, Grant turned to the South Carolina
Assembly and Lt. Governor William Bull. 8
South Carolina maintained that it had the sole right of
adjudicating British-Cherokee relations and Amherst had upheld this
prerogative in his instructions to Grant, stating that" [ t] he Legislature
of the Province of South Carolina, [is] to Settle the Articles and
Conclude the Peace." South Carolina's leadership sought punitive
terms, particularly ones which would grant the province additional
7
8

Grant to William Bull, Camp at Moncks Corner, March 23, 1761,JGP, Reel 32,
Frames 391 ("tho Peace ... ").
Oliphant argues that "had [Grant] been allowed, he would have [sought
peace] without fighting." While this reflects many of Grant's actions and
statements, particularly his stalling in the Middle Towns during the 1761
campaign, it is also at dissonance with his statement in the previous paragraph,
as well as his eventual decision to burn the Middle Towns. Regardless,
Oliphant is correct in stating that the connection between his sympathy for
the Cherokees and his behavior during the campaign is "inescapable" when
consulting the documentary evidence. Uournal of the Grant Campaign], June
7, 1761 - July 9, 1761, in Randolph Boehm, ed., Records of the British Colonial
Office, Class 5, "Part 3: The French and Indian War, 1754-1763" (Franklin, MD:
University Publications of America, 1981), Reel 6, Frames 799-815, Microfilm,
Earl Gregg Swem Library, The College of William & Mary, Williamsburg,
VA; "Proposal by Lieutenant Colonel James Grant to Little Carpenter of
Twelve Articles of Peace," September 17, 1761, Charles Town, NSCT, 164165; Boulware, Deconstructing the Cherokee Nation, 125-126; Corkran, Cherokee
Frontier, 245-259; Nelson, Governor James Grant, 32-38; Oliphant, Peace and War,
115 ("inescapable"), 140 ("had [Grant] been allowed ... "), ch. 5. William Bull
served as acting governor throughout the war, as Lyttelton left to assume a post
as governor ofJamaica. See Oliphant, Peace and War, 112, 115.
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lands from among the Lower Cherokee hunting grounds. Grant tried
to work around this problem by requesting that Bull, the Council,
and the Assembly draw up preliminary articles of peace prior to his
march into Cherokee territory. In his letters to Amherst, he insisted
that he was not meddling with the negotiations, but rather working
to coordinate the efforts of South Carolina and the Cherokees. In
actuality, his intention was to control the flow of information and
alter the terms to the Cherokees' (specifically, Attakullkulla's) liking.
Tellingly, he argued that "Articles Signed in an Indian Town House
will probably be more lasting than if they were settled at Charles
Town." At once, he was making an observation about Cherokee
political culture and devising a strategy to help the Cherokees gain
leverage in the negotiations. Indeed, Cherokees would more readily
accept a peace which they had the opportunity to deliberate and
form a consensus upon in their home communities. By discussing
the document.sat home, Cherokee leaders could also draft a peace
more to their liking, whereas in the halls of the colonial assembly,
they would surely face pressure from hostile provincial leaders to
sign a disadvantageous treaty. 9
Grant's strategy played out as intended. He received the terms
drawn up by Bull and the Assembly in October 1761. Enraged
but not surprised, Grant found that the South Carolinians had
added a number of provisions to the treaty, including demands
for extensive land cessions. The additions confirmed Grant's
suspicions regarding Carolinian land hunger, and reinforced his
low opinion of the colony's political authorities. Grant compelled
the assembly to rescind the changes, threatening to abandon the
colony to its own defenses. 10
9

10

Amherst to Grant, New York, December 21, 1760, ]GP, Reel 31, Frames 118121; [Grant] to [Amherst], Camp at Moncks Corner, March 30, 1761, ]GP,
Reel 32, Frames 393-395 ("Articles Signed . . . "); Nelson, Governor James Grant,
38-39; Oliphant, Peace and War, 146-149.
"Heads of Articles of Peace, to be insisted upon with the Cherokees" [South
Carolina's original peace proposal], April 14, 1761, ]GP, Reel 32, Frames
184-185; "Continued Discussion of the Cherokee Articles of Peace," Charles
Town, September 23, 1761, NSCT, 169-171; Bull to the Board of Trade, Charles
Town, September 23, 1761, NSCT, 171-172; "Cop)'1 f the Terms of Peace to be
Granted to the Cherokees" [amended peace proposal], ca. October-November
1761,JGP, Reel 32, Frames 423-424; "Governor Bull and Council to Strike Out
Article Five of the Cherokee Treaty," Charles Town, November 13, 1761, NSCT,
173-174; "Approval by the South Carolina Council of the Cherokee Treaty,"
Charles Town, December 16, 1761, NSCT, 174-176; "Approval by the South
Carolina Council of the Amendment. .. ," Charles Town, December 17, 1761,
NSCT, 176-177; Alden, john Stuart, 127-129; Oliphant, Peace and War, 147-149,
172-183.
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For the colonists, the ratification and signing of a paper treaty
would end the treaty-making process. However, the Cherokees were
much less concerned with the document itself than they were with
the rituals surrounding it. The Council tried to rush the Cherokees
through the ratification process, but Attakullakulla refused to let
the Carolinians dispense with the ceremonies. "Before we say
any thing," he stated, "we desire to smoak with the beloved men
[members of the Council] as a token of our sincerity to make
every thing straight." Kittagusta, the brother of Overhill leader
Oconastota, produced a decorative calumet, a long pipe with "two
strings of white wampum" attached. The Cherokees, the Governor,
and his Council then took turns smoking.11 Attakullakulla
continued, stating that he wished to "wip[e] away" the bloodshed
that had sullied the "path," or ties of friendship, between the two
peoples. Following this statement, he produced strings of wampum
from each of the Overhill towns and an eagle tail feather, both
items which symbolized the clearing of this blood. After stating that
the sentiments of the Lower towns were the same as those of the
Overhills, he then turned to Kittagusta, who presented an eagle
wing, a "rattle box," and a pipe from his town. The symbolic items
punctuated every major point in the negotiations and for Cherokees
served as materi~l reminders of the sentiments of each community.
11

"Ratification of the Cherokee Treaty," Charles Town, December 18, 1761,
NSCT, 177-178 ("The Several ... "), 178 ("Before we say ... "; "Two strings of
white wampum"; "to bring hither"), 177-181; Corkran, Cherokee Frontier; 267268 ("To the [Carolinians] ... "); The smoking of the calumet was an act which
symbolized the peaceful intentions of two peoples, and was practiced by many
Native peoples (and their European allies) across the continent by the late
eighteenth century. See Donald]. Blakeslee, "The Origin and Spread of the
Calumet Ceremony," AmericanAntiquity46, no. 4 (October. 1981): 759-768 . For
uses of wampum among Native peoples in general, see George S. Snyderman,
"The Functions of Wampum," Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society
98, no. 6 (December 1954): 469-494; Wilbur R. Jacobs, "Wampum: The
Protocol of Indian Diplomacy," William and Mary Quarterly 6, no. 1 (October
1949): 596-604. For a discussion of various Native peace rituals and how they
compared with those of Europeans, see John T.Juricek, Colonial Georgia and the
Creeks: Anglo-Indian Diplomacy on the Southern Frontier; 1733-1763 (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2010), 6-7; Nancy Shoemaker, A Strange Likeness:
Becoming Red and White in Eighteenth-Century North America (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2004), ch. 3 . For Cherokee rituals in particular, see Henry
Timberlake, The Memoirs of Lt. Henry Timberlake: The Story of a Soldier; Adventurer;
and Emissary to the Cherokees, 1760-1765 (1765; repr., .Cherokee, NC: Museum of
the Cherokee Indian Press, 2007), 17-21, 41-42 . For a young Attakullakulla's
visit to London in 1730, see Leonard]. Sadosky, Revolutionary Negotiations:
Indians, Empires, and Diplomats in the Founding of America (Charlottesville:
University of Virginia Press, 2009), 24-27; Shoemaker, A Strange Likeness, 36-37,
40-41.
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To South Carolina officials, they evoked nothing. They did not
offer gifts in kind and there is no indication that they responded to
these gestures. The colonists must have thought these rituals rather
useless and time-consuming, but they were what made the peace
real and tangible to Cherokees. 12
Grant must have been paying close attention to this ceremony,
for he would anticipate similar rituals in his first meeting with the
Creeks. Indeed, evidence indicates that the colonel had already
grasped the symbolic importance of gifts. Kittagusta noted that
he had "received from Colonel Grant a present of a large white
flag ... and as a token of our thanks the Nation have sent the
greatest present they can, namely an eagle's tail." In contrast to
South Carolina officials, Grant had given the Overhills a symbolic
gift, and received one from them in return. His experiences with
the Cherokees proved vital in light of his next career move. Grant
departed Charles Town later that month and moved between
various North American posts before finally returning to London
in 1763. Seeking a future in politics, Grant requested that the
Crown appoint him as governor of the new British province of West
Florida. The Crown refused him that appointment, but gave him a
consolation prize: the governorship of East-Florida.13 Grant readily
accepted the position and began to plan the development of the
new territory. 14
Flush with diplomatic and military success, he brought to this
project some grandiose conclusions drawn from his experiences
among the Cherokees. Grant's vanity led him to anoint himself
a master of American Indian diplomacy, christening what he
called a "new System" of Native-colonial relations. To be certain,
he had displayed a proficiency in treating with the Cherokees
that most of his peers lacked. However, this "new system" was
not so new at all. Though it was a departure from the views of
12

13

14

"Ratification of the Cherokee Treaty," Charles Town, December 18, 1761 ,
NSCT, 178 (wip[e] away"), 179 ("I have always ... "; "rattle box"), 177-181;
"Cherokee Treaty of Peace and Friendship," Charles Town, December 18,
1761, NSCT, 181-183.
As a result of the Seven Years' War (1756-1763), of which the Anglo-Cherokee
War was a part, Spain had ceded its claim to the Floridas to Great Britain. British
administrators then divided the region into two colonies at the Apalachicola
River.
"Ratification of the Cherokee Treaty," Charles Town, December 18, 1761,
NSCT, 180; Charles L. Mowat, East Florida as a British Province, 1763-1784
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1943), 8-9, 14; Nelson, GovernorJames
Grant, 4, 8-9, 41-45; Daniel L. Schafer, St. Augustine's British Years, 1763-1784 (St.
Augustine: The St. Augustine Historical Society, 2001), 16-19.
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some of his contemporaries, at its root it involved nothing more
than reciprocating Native rituals and negotiating in good faith.
Its novelty lay in committing British colonial governments to a
fastidious observation of Native diplomatic protocol. 15
Grant also believed that his successful negotiations with one
group of Indians conferred expertise on all of Native America.
Beyond diplomatic 'rituals, Grant probably learned very little about
Cherokee society, as his interactions with them were limited to
settling matters of war and peace. It stands to reason that he knew
even less about other Native peoples, with whom he had never
interacted. However, this probably did not matter overmuch when
it came to his diplomatic agenda. Grant had immersed himself in
Cherokee diplomacy, and the rituals employed by the Cherokees
and Creeks appear to have been very similar. As already established,
Grant was quite successful among the Cherokees. The second part
of this essay will consider the evidence from his administration of
East Florida, revealing that he had learned a great deal from his
work with the Cherokees, and that this knowledge was applicable
in his negotiations with the Lower Creeks. 16
Creek diplomacy was so important to Grant because it was
vital to his plans for the economic development of East Florida.
Immediately, Grant identified the establishment of plantations
along the St. Johns River as his priority. He considered the St.
Johns to be the most logical focal point for settlement, as it
constituted the largest and most easily accessible river system in
the province, lay near the provincial capital of St. Augustine, and
purportedly contained the most fertile land in the colony. Yet,
Grant feared that planters might hesitate to move to the province
"if they are under the least apprehension of being molested
15

16

In particular, Grant's claim regarding his policy was as follows: "This is a new
System, no such thing has ever been attempted that I know of." Grant to the
Earl of Shelburne, October 31 , 1767, St. Augustine, ]GP, Reel 1, Frames 334335.
The apparent similarities between Cherokee and Creek diplomatic customs
may be a reflection of the nature of diplomacy. As their function is to craft
a mutually comprehensible dialogue between two peoples, diplomatic rituals
should not have differed greatly between peoples who had been neighbors
for centuries. The Creeks appear to have been less fastidious about observing
the calumet ritual than the Cherokees, but they did practice it at the First
Picolata Congress. See Shoemaker, A Strange Likeness, 66-67; George Stiggins,
Creek Indian History (1845; repr., Birmingham, AL: Birmingham Public Library
Press, 1989), 55-56; J. Leitch Wright, Creeks and Seminoles: The Destruction and
Regeneration of the Muscogulge People (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1986), 17, 22-23, 25, 34-35.
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by an Indian Enemy." 17 Various Creek towns populated much
of northern and central Florida, their hunting parties traveled
throughout the region, and they frequently visited colonial towns
and posts to trade. As European literature generally portrayed
Native peoples, including the Creeks, as unpredictable and often
hostile neighbors, Grant anticipated that many planters might
fear for the security of their families and property. 18
In writing to British Secretary of State Henry S. Conway in
1766, Grant proposed a means of ensuring that violence and
warfare did not disrupt his colonial experiment. Drawing upon his
experiences in the Anglo-Cherokee War, Grant argued that secure
borders would result from good diplomacy rather than aggression.
However, time had not mellowed his view of American colonists,
and he believed that the vast majority of them would wreck imperial
diplomacy if allowed to do so. Grant lamented that "His Majesty's
Subjects were the first Aggressors, [and] that is too often the case."
Recounting the buildup to war, Grant once again laid the blame
on colonial land hunger and Lyttelton's lust for glory. He implied
that the same process would repeat itself in East Florida, indeed,
throughout British North America, without careful administration.
Accusing roguish "Traders and Woodsmen" of provoking the vast
majority of British-Native disputes, Grant argued that the frontier
colonists were "the most profligate of the human race." Such words
made clear the governor's intent to control what he considered the
more reckless elements of colonial societies. The violence plaguing
the Virginia and Carolina piedmont had persuaded Grant of the
need to restrain his own colonists for the sake of border security. 19
For East Florida colonization to succeed, Grant felt that
he needed to differentiate his Indian policy from that of the
Carolinians and Virginians. 20 They insisted upon employing a
17
18
19

20

Grant to Henry S. Conway, St. Augustine, August 21, 1766,JGP, Reel 1, Frames
299-300.
Mowat, East Florida as a British Province, 8-9, 14; Nelson, GovernorJames Grant, 4,
8-9, 44-45; Schafer, St. Augustine's British Years, 16-19.
Grant, "State of Indian Affairs in the Southern Provinces of America from
1758 to 1766," ]GP, Reel 1, Frames 300-302 ("His Majesty's ... "; "Traders and
Woodsmen ... "; "the most profligate . .. "); Alden, John Stuart, 124-125; Nelson,
Governor James Grant, 31-38.
Georgia, not mentioned by Grant, serves as a counterpoint to South Carolina
and Virginia during this period. Governor Henry Ellis's administration avoided
the incompetence and arrogance which characterized the governments of
these two colonies. In fact, Georgia's relations with the Creeks were the inverse
of South Carolina's with the Cherokees. Ellis inherited a Georgia-Creek
relationship beset with conflict over land rights and territorial sovereignty, issues
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more cooperative, peaceable method of dealing with the Creeks
in East Florida. In fact, he thought that the unique situation of the
Creeks rendered such a policy imperative. For years, the Creeks
had bordered Spanish Florida, French Louisiana, and British
Carolina and Georgia. All of those colonies had competed with
one another for an alliance with the various Creek towns, and had
provided the Creek.s with large outlays of gifts in order to win their
support. In Grant's view, this had made the Creeks "Proud, insolent
& overbearing," as he believed the Creeks had come to expect such
favors from Europeans. 21
Again, Grant showed that his sympathy for Native peoples
had limits. Though he favored peaceful relations with the Creeks,
Grant insisted that British officials should control and shape this
relationship. As British forces had expelled both the French and
Spanish from the Southeast after the Seven Years' War, Grant and
other British officials proclaimed the empire's hegemony in the
region . Grant believed that Lower Creeks eventually would have to
accept this new order of things, but did not think it best to thrust
it upon them. Grant expected clashes between Indians and British
officials and colonists to occur every now and then, and felt that he
and other regional governors would have to forebear such events
for a time. If British officials were to act with a heavy hand, Grant
thought that the Lower Creeks in Florida would grow resentful and
respond with violence, provoking a destructive and costly war. He
calculated his vision of peace to promote settlement and encourage
colonial growth . Friendship with Native peoples was only to occur
with their acceptance of British supremacy. Grant abhorred
"Traders and Woodsmen" for their duplicity and violence, but their
cardinal sin was jeopardizing Britain's broader imperial project.
Fron tier conflicts cost lives and money which could be used to

21

which he settled (for the time being) through diplomacy. When Lyttelton's
tenure began, relations between South Carolina and the Cherokees were as
strong as any between the British and a Native people, yet his governorship
ended with the two engaged in bitter warfare. For more on Ellis and GeorgiaCreek relations, see Steven C . Hahn, The Invention of the Creek Nation, 16701763 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2004), 258-263; Juricek, Colonial
Georgia and the Creeks, 206-207, 213-214, 216-217, 262. As a counterpoint, David
Corkran is critical of accepting Ellis's administration as "marking the favorable
turning point in Creek-English relations." See Corkran, The Creek Frontier, 15401783 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1967), 187-192, 205-207, 211213, 217-223 .
Grant, "State oflndian Affairs," ]GP, Reel 1, Frames 300-302 ("Proud, insolent
& overbearing,"); Hahn, Invention of the Creek Nation, 118-123; Nelson, Governor
James Grant, 55.
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further colonial growth and protect the empire from its European
enemies. Although a degree of humanist sentiment ran through
his calls for peaceful British-Native relations, at heart Grant was a
pragmatic imperialist. 22
Grant's ideas reflected a general trend among British colonial
administrators towards greater regulation_ of colonial-Native
interactions. The Proclamation Line of 1763 represented Whitehall's
policy of attempting to restrain colonial encroachments on Indian
lands. It roughly corresponded to the arc of the Appalachian
Mountains and forbid Anglo-American colonization beyond its
limits (notably, the line did not apply to Florida or the southern
portions of Georgia). In addition, Britain's Superintendent oflndian
Affairs, John Stuart, collaborated with the Board of Trade to devise
what they called the "Plan of 1764." The plan proposed granting
the superintendent power to enforce a series of trade regulations
throughout the Southern colonies. Among other things, Stuart's
new restrictions would force traders to reside within Indian towns
and called for the appointment of a series of agents to reside among
Indian peoples and supervise trader behavior. The regulations would
also prevent traders from selling "Spirituous Liquors" to Indians.
Although the Plan of 1764 was never passed into law by Parliament,
Stuart attempted to adopt many aspects of it into his administration.
Like Grant, imperial administrators based their policies upon a
desire to limit frontier violence and preserve their control over their
own colonists. Providing fewer occasions for dispute meant less time
and money spent sorting out conflicts. Concern for the well-being of
Indians, if present at all, was a secondary aim. 23
22

Grant to Henry S. Conway, St. Augustine, August 21, 1766,JGP, Reel 1, Frames
299-300; Grant, "State of Indian Affairs," ]GP, Reel 1, Frames 300-302.
23 Stuart's attempts to implement the plan largely failed. The Superintendent's
office carried very little power to enforce compliance and it received
insufficient funding relative to its duties. The best coverage of these efforts
is Kathryn E. Holland Braund, Deerskins and Duffels: The Creek Indian Trade
with Anglo-America, 1685-1815, 2nd ed. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
2008), 111-112, 189-192. Also see Board of Trade, "Plan ofl 764," July 10, 1764,
]GP, Reel 7, Frames 89-101 ("Spirituous Liquors"); John Stuart to Board of
Trade, Pensacola, December 1, 1764, in Clarence E. Carter, "Observations of
Superintendent John Stuart and Governor James Grant of East Florida on the
Proposed Plan of 1764 for Future Management of Indian Affairs," American
Historical Review 20, vol. 4 Quly 1915): 817-827; Alden, John Stuart, 210-214,
241-262; Colin G. Calloway, The Scratch of a Pen: 1763 and the Transformation
of North America (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 92-96, 109-111;
]. Russell Snapp, John Stuart and the Struggle for Empire on the Southern Frontier
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1996), 54, 57-67; Wright, Creeks
and Seminoles, 45-48, 105-108.
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While such regulatory measures matched Grant's proposals,
his "new system" of Indian relations extended beyond attempts
to control the movement and behavior of colonists. A hallmark of
Grant's policy, one which ran counter to imperial desires to cut
expenditures, was frequent and generous gift-giving. As Grant
learned among the Cherokees, Southeastern Indians punctuated
peace talks with the distribution of gifts. Headmen gave and received
items of symbolic and material value as a demonstration of their
pacific intentions and commitment to a friendship based upon
reciprocity. Leaders held onto certain prestige items as symbols of
their power and importance. In the mid-eighteenth century, these
goods constituted things such as gorgets, medallions, fine coats,
and jackets. Other items, such as hunting guns, farming tools, and
cheap European cloth, went to the members of a leader's clan or
community. Creek society and politics operated upon the principle
of redistribution. Headmen would secure needed or desired items
for their towns, and then redistribute such goods to their people.
In exchange, he would earn the respect of his townspeople, and
the right to serve as a leader. If the luxury goods symbolically
represented a chief's power and diplomatic skill, then these more
common goods formed the material basis for his authority. 24
Grant also recognized the power of public displays in
Southeastern In-dian societies. In a letter to the Earl of Shelburne,
then Secretary of State, he explained his esteem for congresses,
which were public meetings between Native leaders and colonial
officials. Insisting on the performance of all talks and gift-giving at
public meetings, Grant claimed that "the Idea of a Congress keeps
every Individual in order." One benefit of public talks related to the
fact that decision-making among the Creeks, Cherokees, and other
Southeastern Indians was usually consensus-based. If one were to
negotiate a treaty with but a handful of leaders, without consulting
24

For Grant's emphasis on gift-giving, see Grant, "State of Indian Affairs," ]GP,
Reel 1, Frames 300-302; Mowat, East Florida as a British Province, 21; Nelson,
Governor James Grant, 45, 55-56; Schafer, British St. Augustine, 17. For the
importance of gifts to the Creeks, see Braund, Deerskins and Duffels, 27, 73, 142;
Hahn, Invention of the Creek Nation, 14-21; Hall, Zamumo's Gifts, 7-10; Juricek,
Colonial Georgia and the Creeks, 6-7. Although it covers Franco-Native relations,
Khalil Saadani's article on gift exchange and diplomacy in colonial Louisiana
offers a detailed explanation of the linkages between the two. Dowd does the
same in discussing the importance of gifts to Cherokees. See Dowd, '"Insidious
Friends,"' 116, 135-139; Saadani, "Gift Exchange between the French and
Native Americans in Louisiana," trans. Joanne Burnett, in French Colonial
Louisiana and the Atlantic World, ed. Bradley G . Bond (Baton Rouge: Louisiana
State University Press, 2005), 43-64.
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the nation a large, one ran the risk of having the rest of the
population rej ct the agreement. At the very least, members of the
nation would ha: e to authorize delegates to negotiate an agreement
for them, and th n approve the treaty upon the delegates' return.
Securing an agre ment with the public consensus of a Native
people helped avoi unpleasant surprises later. In addition, Grant
hoped to form pers nal bonds between himself and the Lower
Creek headmen which would, through the distribution of gifts,
create obligations among Native leaders to provide something in
return. If he could form such ties with all of the prominent Creek
headmen, he felt he could obtain their cooperation in settling
boundaries and keeping peace on the frontier. 25
Grant followed these rituals assiduously, embracing the
distribution of gifts in ways that his contemporaries, such as his
former commander, Jeffery Amherst, did not. As the military
governor of the territory conquered from France in the Seven
Years' War, Amherst harbored the same imperial pride and martial
bearing as Grant. However, Amherst saw gift-giving as an unnecessary
expense, believing that Britain, by virtue of its victory in the Seven
Years' War, no longer needed to court Indian allies. In his mind,
gifts were not the fulfillment of British obligations to their Indian
allies. Rather, they were "the charity of the gentry to the beggar,"
largesse granted Indians by condescending British elites. That the
Native peoples of the Ohio Valley "demanded gifts as their due"
was, to Amherst, a sign of their ingratitude. The general believed
that they needed to be shown their place in the imperial hierarchy,
to behave as grateful dependents of His Majesty. Amherst intended
to awe them with Britain's military might and compel them into
submissive obedience. Instead, Amherst sparked a conflict now
known as Pontiac's Rebellion, in which the Native peoples of the
Ohio Valley united in an attempt to expel the British from the
region. Only after a year of costly warfare did British forces restore
peace, and a negotiated one at that. In the 1760s, Indian nations
in the trans-Appalachian West, including the Creeks, maintained
considerable strength and independence. Unlike Amherst, Grant
understood that he could not dictate terms to nations as powerful
25

Benjamin Hawkins, A Sketch of the Creek Country in 1798 and 1799, in H. Thomas
Foster, II, The Collected Works of Benjamin Hawkins (Tuscaloosa: University of
Alabama Press, 2003), 71-72; Grant to Shelburne, St. Augustine, April 19, 1767,
]GP, Reel 1, Frames 321-322 ("the Idea ... "); Braund, Deerskins andDuffels, 27,
73, 142; Hahn, Invention of the Creek Nation, 46, 137, 155-156;Juricek, Colonial
Georgia and the Creeks, 6-7; Nelson, GovernorJames Grant, 45, 55-56.
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as the Creeks and that he had to form compromises with them. If
he were to have peace in East Florida, he would not only have to
control his own settlers, but also work to mollify the Creeks. 26
The extent to which Grant truly understood the role of gifts in
Creek societies is difficult to determine, for he did not comment
extensively on their social organization and customs. However, it
is clear that Grant did not view gifting as akin to bribery. British
colonial discourse is replete with complaints about the supposedly
avaricious nature of various Native peoples. As one scholar has
noted, the term "mercenary" seems to have been their word of
choice. During the Seven Years' War, George Washington groaned
that the Cherokees were "mercenary; every service of theirs must be
purchased." During the American Revolution, British Indian agent
Alexander Cameron called the Choctaws "the most Mercenary of
all Indians that ever I was Acquainted with." John Stuart regarded
the Creeks as a "mercenary People." In contrast, not once did Grant
complain about gift-giving. When he had to defend his generosity
to his superiors, he argued that he gave the Creeks "what I think
necessary," and that he feared being "drawn into the Difficulty of
breaking my Word, and speaking with two Tongues to the Indians"
if government cutbacks were to force him to withhold gifts he had
already promised. Everything in Grant's writings suggests that he
comprehended, respected, and embraced the meanings implicit in
gift-giving, particularly the good faith and trust it signified between
two parties. 27
The weight which Grant placed on gifting is evident in his
preparations for his departure to East Florida. While attempting to
raise investments and interest in his new colony, Grant also exerted
26

Fred Anderson, The Crucibl,e of War: The Seven Years' War and the Fate ofEmpire in
British North America, 1754-1766 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2000), chs. 4 7-48,
54, 56; Dowd, War under Heaven, 72 ("the charity ... "; "demanded gifts ... "), 7278; Richard White, The Middle Ground: Indians, Empires, and R.epublics in the Great
Lakes Regions, 1580-1815 2 d ed. (Cambridge: University Press, 2011), 256-268.
Regarding the use of the term "mercenary," see Dowd, "'Insidious Friends,"'
135-137; Washington quoted in Dowd, "'Insidious Friends,'" 137; Alexander
Cameron to Henry Clinton, Pensacola, July 18, 1780, Sir Guy Carleton Papers
(hereafter GCP), Reel 10, Doc. No . 2919, Microfilm, John D. Rockefeller, Jr.
Library, Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, Williamsburg, VA ("the most
Mercenary"); Stuart to William Howe, "General Report on the Indians,"
February 4, 1778, GCP, Reel 5, Doc. No. 925 ("mercenary People."); Grant to
William Knox, St. Augustine,July 13, 1768,JGP, Reel 2, Frames 128-130 ("what
I think necessary"). Grant's choice of the phrase "speaking with two Tongues"
is curious, and perhaps reflects how deeply he had immersed himself in Indian
diplomacy: it was a phrase used repeatedly by both Europeans and Indians in
treaty councils and congresses .
11
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himself in amassing a large store of Indian presents. Unfortunately,
Grant's papers do not contain many indications of what types of
gifts he accumulated or distributed. The records that do exist
signify that he had a firm understanding of what sort of goods the
Creeks desired. Records of the proceedings of his Indian congresses
show that he gave out medals to chiefs, and made a display of such
events. An undated "List of Indian Presents for the Government
of East Florida" indicates that he obtained large quantities of items
such as blankets, saddles, guns, and cloth. Grant knew what he was
doing. These were all things that the Creeks valued and used in
their everyday lives. The amount of time Grant spent obtaining
stockpiles of goods also serves as an indicator of his regard for
gift-giving. The governor spent over a year in London acquiring
supplies and drumming up support for his new colony. He took
so much time in preparing for his departure that Crown officials
grew concerned and ordered him to set sail as soon as possible.
The governor finally left for East Florida in May I 764, arriving at
St. Augustine in August. 28
Upon reaching East Florida, Grant hastened to arrange
a meeting with the leaders of the Lower Creek towns on the
Suwannee, Flint, Apalachicola, and Chattahoochee Rivers, but
extended invitations to other communities as well . He contacted
John Stuart and asked him to inform both the Upper and Lower
Creeks that he intended to receive them at a congress at St.
Augustine. Grant also requested that Stuart, as soon as he found
it possible, report to St. Augustine to aid him in the business of
meeting with the Indians. Grant had already begun the process
of contacting planters residing in Georgia and South Carolina,
hoping to entice them to purchase land and move to East Florida.
He eagerly anticipated the arrival of these planters, and wanted to
settle affairs with the Lower Creeks so that the new colonists could
begin setting up plantations immediately. 29
28

29

"List of Indian Presents for the Government of East Florida," c . 1764-1770,
]GP, Reel 19, Frames 292-293; "Proceedings of the First Picolata Congress,"
November 15-20, 1765, GFT, 461-462; Schafi T, St. Augustine's British Years, 1621.
It is not entirely clear why Grant told Stuart "to send your Talk for a meeting
here [St. Augustine] to the whole [Creek Nation]." He may have wanted to
ensure that the Upper Creeks could not dispute the land -cessions he planned
to negotiate at the congress. Grant to Thomas Gage, St. Augustine, August
31, 1764, ]GP, Reel 1, Frames 269-270; Grant to John Stuart, St. Augustine,
September 14, 1764, ]GP, Reel 1, Frames 81-82 ("to send .."); Mowat, East
Florida, 20-21 .
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Unfortunately for Grant, he experienced difficulties in
arranging his much-desired congress. Personal and professional
affairs kept John Stuart tied up in Pensacola and Charles Town
for over a year. Stuart's absence prevented Grant from gaining any
traction in negotiations with the Creeks, as Crown officials had
obligated him to coordinate all moves in Indian policy with Stuart.
The delays irritated Grant, who continually pressed Stuart as to
when he should expect the superintendent at St. Augustine. Stuart
did manage to spread word of Grant's proposed congress to the
Creek headmen in June 1765 while meeting with both the Upper
and Lower Creeks at Pensacola. Most of the prominent Lower Creek
leaders and even a few Upper Creeks promised to attend. Grant
sent runners out to the leaders reminding them of the meeting in
order to ensure their arrival, but logistical difficulties abounded.
The Creeks agreed to journey to meet Grant in the autumn, but
refused to go as far as St. Augustine. Citing inadequate pasturage
for their horses at the provincial capital, they instead chose to meet
at Ft. Picolata, west of St. Augustine, on the eastern bank of the St.
Johns River. Grant agreed to their change of venue request and
began preparing "Presents, Rum and Provisions" for the congress,
which he loaded onboard a schooner and ferried downriver to
Picolata. Expecting to hold the congress in either September or
October 1765, Grant experienced delays due to the time it took
to move the goods and in waiting for the Creek leaders to make it
out to Picolata. Understanding the importance of having as many
Creek leaders as possible present at this meeting, Grant chose to
endure such impediments. The headmen and warriors only began
ass~mbling along the St.Johns River in late October; not until midNovember did enough of them arrive to begin the conference. 30
With the advent of the Picolata Congress, Grant finally had the
opportunity to place his Indian policy into execution. The congress
30

For Stuart's invitation and delays, see Stuart to Grant, Pensacola, October 12
and 30, 1764, ]GP, Reel 6, Frames 225-227, 232-234; Stuart to Grant, Mobile,
March 31 and June 1 and 7, 1765, ]GP, Reel 8, Frames 144-145, 232-233, 242244; Stuart to Grant, Charles Town.July 22, 1765,JGP, Reel 13, Frames 7-9. For
Grant's preparations for the conference, see Grant to Stuart, St. Augustine,
October 17, 1764 and August 10, 1765, ]GP, Reel 1, Frames 92-93, 173-174
("Presents, Rum, and Provisions"); Grant to Gage, St. Augustine, April 4, 1765,
]GP, Reel 1, Frames 280-281; Grant to James Pampellone, St. Augustine, August
24, 1765, Reel 1, Frames 185-186; Grant and Stuar:t to the Lords of Trade and
Plantations, St. Augustine, December 12, 1765, ]GP, Reel l, Frames 287-288.
For Grant's negotiating the time and place of the congress with Lower Creek
leaders, see Grant to the Headmen and Warriors of the Lower Creek Nation,
St. Augustine, August 19, 1765,JGP, Reel 9, Frames 67-68.
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began with a number of the Creeks performing a ceremonial song
and dance, and then shaking hands with both Grant and Stuart.
The attendees made an elaborate show of paying their respects to
the governor and superintendent. For their part, Stuart and Grant
respectfully attended to Creek rituals, joining them in the smoking
of a calumet decorated with eagle feathers. As hosts, Stuart and
Grant began by speaking to the headmen and warriors, reciting
the recent history of the relations between the British and Creek
peoples. They spoke of the long-held ties between the "Great King"
of Great Britain and the Creeks, referencing British-Creek contacts
dating back to the 1670s. In the king's name, Grant assured the
Creeks that the Crown had no desire to seize their hunting grounds.
At three different points during his speech, Grant presented a
string of beads, the first coming at the beginning of his talk. The
presentation of beads represented another gesture in accord with
Southeastern Indian customs. It symbolized the peaceful intentions
of the British officials, much in the way that their willingness to
smoke the calumet did. Grant claimed to "know, and love the red
People," and pointed to his involvement in helping the Cherokees
preserve their lands following the Anglo-Cherokee War. Explicitly
linking that experience with his current role as Governor of East
Florida, Grant assured the Creek headmen that, "If I acted in that
Manner with the Cherokees with whom I had been so long at War,
You may be sure I will do Nothing to the Prejudice ofYour People. " 31
Grant portrayed his demands for land as not only minimal, but
beneficial. The governor insisted that all he wanted was a "certain
District of Country" for ranching and planting. He argued that
the cession of the lands along the Florida sea coast and St. Johns
River would not harm any of the Creeks, as their hunting grounds
and towns laid much further west. Grant even claimed that the
clearing of land and establishment of plantations would drive
off game from the St. Johns River basin and towards the Creek
settlements, making it easier for them to hunt. Grant also held
out the enticement of increased trade, particularly to the Creeks
living on the Florida peninsula. With British towns and trading
posts closer to their villages, the gove nor a:i;gued that they could
more easily obtain clothing, guns, gunpowder, musket balls, and
31

"Proceedings of the First Picolata Congress," November 15-20, 1765, GFT, 454
("know, and love . . . "; "Ifl acted .. . ");John Bartram, "Remarks on the Congress
Held in a Pavilion," St. Augustine, November 15-20, 1765, GFT, 462-463; Grant
and Stuart to the Lords of Trade and Plantations, St. Augustine, December 12,
l 765,JGP, Reel 1, Frames 287-288 .
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other European manufactures. Grant then closed his talk with a
statement of brotherhood and camaraderie. He claimed that the
joint British-Creek presence signified their collaboration, for it
meant that "the Peninsula of Florida was conquered by the white
and Red People jointly together. " 32 Never forgetting his observance
of ritual, Grant con,t inued with displays of beads throughout the
talk, making the second presentation after the mention of trade,
marking the connection between exchange and peaceful relations,
and the third presentation at the very end of his speech. 33
Grant's usage of beads- deserves further comment for it
represents one of his most innovative practices. His actions reveal
that his adoption of Native diplomatic protocol was more than a
simple parroting of ritual gestures. Grant understood the meaning
behind the beads. By presenting them at the end of important
points in his speech, he was imbuing these beads with meaning.
As they served to represent and communicate specific agreements,
promises, or statements that Grant made, each string of beads
told a story. Grant's gesture was understood and appreciated by
the Greek leaders. The next day of the congress, an Okmulgee
leader named Tallechea, to whom most of the other Creek
attendees deferred, approached both Grant and Stuart. Tallechea
expressed his pleasure at !he governor's understanding of Creek
custom. He claimed that when he had first begun dealing with the
British they scarcely understood his people. But at this point in the
relationship, Tallechea claimed that the British officials "talked to
them in their own Way by giving them Beads and tobacco to put
them in mind of what is Said." Using a common Creek metaphor
for peaceable interaction and trade, he then asserted that "the
Path [was] Straight" between the two peoples. 34
32

33
34

What Grant seems to be implying is that British and Creek settlers were
engaging in simultaneous expansion into the Florida peninsula, and is
probably a reference to decades of British-Creek cooperation against Spanish
Florida and its Native allies. His usage of the term "Red People" refers only to
the Creeks, and disregards other Native peoples who had lived in Florida for
many centuries prior.
"Proceedings of the First Picolata Congress," November 15-20, 1765, GFT, 455457.
Ibid. Grant seems to have been the first British official in the southern colonies,
if not all of North America, to utilize beads in this particular manner. John
Stuart appears to have copied the practice directly from Grant. He never used
it prior to the First Picolata Congress, but employed it thereafter at conferences
with the Upper and Lower Creeks in 1767, the Cherokees in 1768, and again
with the Upper Creeks in 1771. From there the practice spread, as it also shows
up in a speech that the Continental Congress sent to various Indian nations in
1775. Acknowledgements go to one of the FHQs anonymous readers for this
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The good feelings between Grant and Tallechea soon
dissipated. Tallechea demanded that the colonists neither settle
nor construct a fort further west or south than Picolata. This
proposed line upset Grant. At a congress held in Augusta two years
prior, Tallechea had offered Great Britain all of the land east of the
St.] ohns River. The deal was not finalized then because Stuart and
the governors present felt that Grant should be present to conduct
any negotiations relative to his colony. Vexing Grant further,
Tallechea adopted a stern, forceful tone, insisting that no colonists
should ever cross the boundary, and that the British should not
blame any Creeks who killed trespassing whites or their cattle.
Another headman, who the British called Captain Aleck, echoed
Tallechea's sentiments, repeating his request that no colonists
settle beyond Picolata. The Lower Creeks had suffered at the hands
of encroaching colonists from Georgia, and wanted no repeat of
that experience with East Florida. 35
While accommodating Creek customs and rituals, Grant did not
intend to bend to their will. He considered Tallechea and Aleck's
boundary proposal insufficient, as it further limited the narrow
strip of seacoast in which the British could settle. Not finding their
boundary proposals or their demeanor satisfactory, Grant refused
to dine with any of the leaders that evening. Tallechea and Aleck
recognized Grant's irritation, for Tallechea approached Grant and
Stuart afterwards and agreed to accept the governor's terms. Both
headmen came to the third day of talks in a more tranquil mood,
apologizing for their conduct from the day before. Aleck deferred
to Tallechea on the boundary matter, and the latter admitted
conceding to Grant's demands at the public talks. Having made his
dealings with the governor known to his fellow headmen, Tallechea
claimed the matter settled and hoped for continued peaceful
relations between the Creeks and the colonists. Pleased at this turn

35

information. See "Superintendent Stuart's Trade Conference with Lower and
Upper Creeks at Augusta," May 28-June 6, 1767, GT, 29-36; "Superintendent
Stuart's Journal of the Proceedings at the Cherokee Treaty of Hard Labor
[South Carolina]," October 8 - 21, 1768, NSCT, 272-281; "Proceedings of the
Second Picolata Congress with the Upper Creeks," October 29-31, 1771, GFT,
387-401; "Continental Congress to the Indian Nations about the Conflict with
the British," [Philadelphia],July 13, 1775, NSCT, 369-373.
For the Picolata Congress, see "Proceedings of the First Picolata Congress,"
November 15-20, 1765, GFT, 458-460. For the Augusta Congress of 1763,
see Juricek, Introduction to Chapter VII, GT, 296; "Minutes of the Southern
Congress at Augusta, Georgia," October 1 - November 7, 1763, in Colonial and
State Records of North Carolina, Vol. 11, 184-185, 189-190, http:/ /docsouth.unc.
edu/csr (accessed April 25, 2010).
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of events, Grant concluded the negotiations. The next day, Grant's
scribes drew up the treaty and his translators read it aloud to the
Creeks. All parties signed the treaty in the presence of one another,
the document itself making the act binding under British custom,
and the public nature of the event doing so for the Creeks. 36
Grant had confirmed the right to establish settlements and
posts throughout a long strip of land bounded on the north by the
St. Marys River, on the west by the edge of the St.Johns River basin,
and on the east by the Atlantic Ocean, in addition to the entirety
of the sea coast east of the Apalachicola River. The area along the
western flank of the St.Johns was the vital component of this deal.
Grant anticipated that this region would serve as the economic
backbone of East Florida and that within a decade's time it would
be littered with plantations. After the conference, Grant revealed
that this was the reason he grew frustrated with Tallechea: "[The
Creeks] at first offered to draw the Line from Santa Seevilla upon
the Altamaha, to Picolata, and from thence along the Path coming
to this place [St. Augustine], there was not room for a single good
Plantation, and if they had persisted there must have been a total
stop put to the settling of the Province for a time." 37
Having settled the matter to his liking, Grant proceeded to
fulfill his obligations to the Creek headmen by distributing presents.
Grant and Stuart chose to present medals to the chiefs immediately
following the treaty signing. Recognizing the prominent role
they took in the negotiations, Grant awarded "great medals" to
Tallechea and Aleck, along with another chief named Estime. The
gr_eat medal represented the highest honor the British bestowed
upon Indian leaders. For its recipients, it signified that British
officials recognized them as the most powerful and influential
leaders among their people, and marked them as holding the
confidence of British officials. "Small medals" existed as well for
chiefs and warriors of lesser prestige. Grant and Stuart bestowed
four of these small medals to Lower Creek leaders Sempeyoffe,
Weoffke, Latchige, and Chayhage. 38
36
37

38

"Proceedings of the First Picolata Congress," November 15-20, 1765, GFT, 460461.
Despite the Lower Creeks ceding the territory to East Florida, British
administrators placed the land between the Altamaha and the St. Marys under
Georgia's jurisdiction. Grant to Knox, St. Augustine, December 9, 1765, ]GP,
Reel 1, Frames 203-205.
The medals made for great tools of political manipulation, for the British could
refuse medals to chiefs who did not cooperate with their demands and use them
to reward compliant headmen. Indians' self-determination also played a role
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After bestowing the medals, Grantand Stuart spent the next two
days distributing a vast array of gifts. No accounts of the congress
describe in detail what presents Grant gave out, who he gave them to,
or how many he gave away.John Bartram, a naturalist who attended
and recorded the proceedings of the conference, mentioned that
Grant gave out guns, kettles, hoes, blankets, and linens. 39 As every
leader present at the conference would have received a supply of
gifts, the list of signatories to the treaty likely indicates to whom the
presents were given. As for the quantity of goods handed out, Grant
wrote that he "loaded [the headmen and warriors] with Presents
and Rum, gave them every thing they asked, [and] sent a quantity
of Ammunition to their Nation which they did not apply for." His
reported expenses for the congress only amounted to £380, but
Grant does not seem to have factored the cost of the presents he
had purchased in London into this total. With the establishment
of good relations and the settlement of the boundary such pressing
goals, Grant likely considered the expense a bargain. 40
Grant had hoped to meet with every significant Lower Creek
leader at Picolata, but one holdout prevented him from achieving
this goal. The Cowkeeper (also known as Ahaye) mysteriously
absented himself from the congress, but chose to pay a personal
call to Grant some weeks later. In the last week of December 1765,
Cowkeeper arrived at St. Augustine with over sixty attendants and

39
40

in deciding who received such honors. Creeks and other Southeastern Indians
selected their own leaders based upon who would best serve their interests,
and would abandon those who made unpopular decisions . Rather than trying
to create their own hand-picked leaders, colonial officials used the medals to
influence men who already possessed authority in their communities. The
practice seems to have derived from French diplomatic rituals, which in turn
appear to have evolved from the Southeastern Indian institution of nominating
a "protector chief," or ''janne micco," from another people or tribe to advance
one's interest within that society. Stuart's predecessor, Edmund Atkin, seems to
have been the first among the British to employ the practice. For the French
and Native practices from which the medal ceremonies evolved, see Patricia
Galloway, '"The Chief Who is Your Father': Choctaw and French Views of the
Diplomatic Relation," in Powhatan's Mantle: Indians in the Colonial Southeast, ed.
Gregory A. Waselkov, Peter H Wood, and M. Thomas Hatley, rev. ed. (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 2006), 345-370. For a synopsis of the evolution
of the ceremony, see Juricek, Colonial Georgia and the Creeks, 247-248. For
British usage of medals, see Braund, Deerskins and Duffels, 142; Corkran, Creek
Frontier, 248-251; Snapp,john Stuart, 63-64, 84-85, 88-89 . For the use of medals
during the Picolata Congress, see "Proceedings of the First Picolata Congress,"
November 15-20, 1765, GFT, 461-462 .
Bartram, "Remarks," GFT, 463.
Grant to Knox, St. Augustine, December 9, 1765 andJanuary 12, 1766,JGP,
Reel 1, Frames 203-205, 217-219.
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asked to meet with the governor. Every bit as savvy and charming
as the governor, Cowkeeper deeply impressed Grant, who referred
to the headman as "one of the most intelligent Indians I have met
with." He did not pressure Grant over the boundary. Instead, he
listened to the governor's explanation of the Picolata Treaty and
agreed to the land cession without dispute. Cowkeeper excused
himself for missing the Pico la ta Congress by claiming that his family
had been ill. His delayed arrival may have been an attempt to secure
an audience alone with the governor in order to receive special
attention and favor from hi!Jl . Cowkeeper's placatory demeanor
no doubt aided him in this pursuit, and the entire incident showed
him to be a shrewd and able negotiator. 41
Cowkeeper stayed at St. Augustine for eight days, during
which time Grant provided for him and all his attendants. Grant
proved especially eager to secure his affections, determining
that "his Friendship is of Consequence." As Cowkeeper's town,
Alachua, lay only seventy miles west of St. Augustine, Grant felt
that his influence would prove crucial in securing the peace of his
colony. If Cowkeeper could keep his townsmen in check, Grant
reasoned that settlers would have few occasions to fight with their
Indian neighbors. The governor went to great lengths to please the
headman . He dined with Cowkeeper for over a week, made him a
great medal chief, gave him a supply of gifts, and sent his retinue
home with loads of provisions. By Grant's account, both he and the
Cowkeeper left their meeting on extremely good terms. 42
In the ensuing years, the governor did not deviate from his
placatory Indian policy. Cowkeeper paid Grant another impremptu
visit in the middle of 1 766, and the governor gave him another
festive reception. Grant dined with him and his family and again
sent them home with a large supply of gifts. 43 Around this same
41

42

43

Grant to James Wright, St. Augustine, December 26, 1765,JGP, Reel 1, Frames
211-212; Grant to Knox, St. Augustine, January 12, 1766, ]GP, Reel 1, Frames
217-219; Grant to the Lords of Trade, St. Augustine, January 13, 1766, ]GP,
Reel 1, Frame 289 ("one of the most intelligent ..").
Grant to James Wright, St. Augustine, December 26, 1765,JGP, Reel 1, Frames
211-212; Grant to Knox, St. Augustine, January 12, 1766, ]GP, Reel 1, Frames
217-219; Grant to the Lords of Trade, St. Augustine, January 13, 1766, ]GP,
Reel 1, Frames 289 ("his Friendship is of Consequence").
In this case Grant gave details as to what he gave the Alachuas : "two Kegs of
[Gun] Powder, & Ball in proportion, two Kegs of Rum, a Barrel of Flour, two
hundred weight of Rice, Paint, Tobacco, Pipes, Shirts & other Trifles, Rings,
[and] Earings." Grant gave generously to the Creeks, even when they made
unannounced and unplanned visits, which Cowkeeper did frequently. Grant
to Stuart, St. Augustine, October 4, 1766,JGP, Reel 2, Frames 8-9.
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time, he decided to hold another Picolata Congress. In fact, Grant
had begun planning for this second congress immediately after
the first one, and prepared a list of goods he thought he might
need. Grant believed that "such a Step was necessary to keep up
a good Understanding" with the Lower Creeks. 44 He thought that
by continually rewarding the Creeks for "good behavior" towards
the colonists, he could condition them to keep the peace with his
province. Grant saw the event as an opportunity to fully establish
trust and goodwill between himself and the Creeks. As Grant
observed, "the Indians can with great ease stop the Settlement of
this Province," by scaring off existing and prospective settlers. Grant
knew that his military force remained quite weak. In the event of
an attack, he recognized that "we can do no harm to those same
Indians," and that "the Floridas would cease to have an existence"
in the event of full-scale warfare with the Creeks. Therefore, Grant
committed himself to the practice of holding congresses and
distributing gifts on a regular basis. By doing so, he thought he
could maintain peace between the two peoples and continue with
the business of setting up plantations throughout the province. 45
The Second Picolata Congress began on November 21, 1767
with around eighty Lower Creek representatives in attendance,
fewer than the First Picolata Congress. 46 Aside from a small
delegation from the town of Coosa, no Upper Creeks were present
on this occasion. Nor was John Stuart, who was preoccupied with
more pressing issues and generally left Grant to his own devices
44

45

46

The actual list does not appear in Grant's papers, but in only a letter to his
financial agent, William Knox, in which he mentions that he enclosed the list
with his letter. Grant to Knox, St. Augustine, December 28, 1765, ]GP, Reel 1,
Frame 217.
Ibid.; Grant to Gage, St. Augustine, November 15, 1766, ]GP, Reel 1, Frame
305; Grant to Stuart, St. Augustine, December 15, 1766, ]GP, Reel 2, Frame
17-19 ("the Indians can ... "; "we can do no harm"); Grant to Shelburne, St.
Augustine, April 19, 1767, JGP, Reel 1, Frames 321-322.
The reduction in Creek attendance was probably due to the long distance
between Picolata and most of the Lower Creek towns and the fact that,
unlike the first congress, Grant had no serious boundary issues to settle. Also,
a skirmish broke out between a number o f Creeks and East Floridians just
before this conference (discussed later in this paper). Fear of reprimand from
Grant may have prevented some of the headmen from attending. One of the
headmen in attendance, the Pumpkin King, suggested as much, when he
bragged that he had not been scared off by rumors that the governor would
punish him, even though many others decided to return home for this reason.
See "Proceedings of the Second Picolata Congress," GFT, 473-474; Grant to
Shelburne, St. Augustine, December 10, 1767, ]GP, Reel 1, Frames 336-337;
Grant to Knox, St. Augustine, December 18, 1767,JGP, Reel 2, Frames 87-88.
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after the First Picolata Congress. The meeting began as the first
congress did, with the Lower Creeks performing their rituals and
ceremonies and smoking the calumet with Governor Grant. Grant
opened the speaking portion of the conference by once again
assuring the headmen and warriors of his and the King's continued
friendship with them. The governor also reiterated the proceedings
of the First Picolata Congress, while insisting that he and the East
Florida settlers remained satisfied with the boundary established
there. While talking, Grant punctuated his speeches with occasional
displays of beads, as he did previously. He emphasized his good
treatment and provisioning of all the Creeks who had come to
St. Augustine in between the two congresses. While expressing
disappointment at the low turnout, Grant nonetheless promised
to maintain a steady deerskin trade and continued provisioning all
the Lower Creeks who came to his province. 47
Grant did have one issue of consequence he wanted to discuss
with the Lower Creeks involving recent developments on the
St. Marys River. The river was a borderland, where many British
colonists had established houses and farms, and many Creek
hunters roamed in search of deer. In late October 1767,just before
the congress, some of the tensions on the Georgia frontier had
managed to spill over into East Florida. A few Creeks in this region,
detached from any tribal authority, made their living as horse
rustlers, attacking both colonists and Indians for the purpose of
stealing their horses. Some of the colonists gave chase to the horse
rustling party and seized a few of.the offenders. Those settlers then
stripped their Creek prisoners of their clothing, tied them to trees,
and whipped them in retribution for the theft. Upon their release,
47

1

'Proceedings of the Second Picolata Congress," GFT, 471-472. After the First
Picolata Congress, Stuart spent the next few years overwhelmed with matters
relating to the regulation of the Indian trade, disputes between Georgia and
the Lower Creeks, and various diplomatic issues associated with the ChoctawCreek War that broke out in 1765. Stuart spent these years traveling between
Charles Town, Augusta, and Pensacola, never returning to St. Augustine during
Grant's administration. The relatively tranquil colony was a low priority for the
Superintendent. See Stuart to Grant, Charles Town, June 30, 1766, ]GP, Reel
10, Frame 274; Snapp, john Stuart, 68-107 . For more on the Choctaw-Creek
War and Indian affairs in West Florida, see Alden, john Stuart, 225-227, ch. 9;
Braund, Deerskins and Duffels, 56-57, 112-114, ll 7-118;Juricek, Introduction to
Chapter Vand VIII, GFT, 287, 361-370; Wright, Creeks and Seminoles, 45-48, 105107. Regarding Georgia, see Alden, john Stuart, ch. 8; Braund, Deerskins and
Duffels, 144--146; Corkran, CreekFrontier, 262-265, 276-287;Juricek, Introduction
to Chapters I and II, GFT, 1-7, 123-131; Wright, Creeks and Seminoles, 45-48, 107llO.
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the offenders chose to take revenge. They fled to a distance, waited
for the colonists to pass by, and then fired upon them. Having killed
two colonists and wounded another, the Creeks then attacked the
settlers' property, burning their houses. 4 8
Grant responded to the St. Marys incident in a patient and
politic manner. The governor recognized that the Creek assailants
were "vagabond Indians," not attached to any particular town or
headman. Therefore, he did not blame any of the Creek headmen
at Picolata for the actions of this particular band. 49 Grant assured
the headmen in attendance that he held no ill will towards them,
and would not do so whenever "rogue" Indians were involved in
frontier strife. Again, he cited his experience with the Cherokees
to convince the Creeks of his good intentions. He told them of an
incident where an unnamed military officer had imprisoned some
Cherokees under the pretense of inviting them to a dinner. Grant
claimed that he forced the officer to free them, despite the fact
that Britain was at war with the Cherokees. The governor portrayed
this event as a demonstration of his honest and fair intentions
towards Indians. He emphasized that action as vital to building
trust with the Cherokees, and insisted he would operate upon the
same principle with the Creeks. 5 0
As the St. Marys attack frightened and enraged many of the
colonists, Grant had to pursue some kind of justice against the
murderers. He feared these settlers would take vengeance into
their own hands, provoking a larger conflict between colonists and
Creeks. He tried to resolve the issue by pressuring the headmen
to_J:ind and seize the two murderers, and to execute them in the
48
49

50

Grant to Knox, St. Augustine, October 30, 1767, ]GP, Reel 2, Frames 67-69;
Grant to Shelburne, St. Augustine, October 31 , 1767,JGP, Reel 1, Frames 334335.
As Grant put it in a letter to the Earl of Shelburne, "Murthers [murders] are
committed in the Streets of London and Paris, and must be expected at times
in the American Woods, as the Indian Inhabitants have no coercive power to
keep them in order." See Grant to Shelburne, St. Augustine, December 10,
1767, JGP, Reel 1, Frames 336-337.
The Cherokee incident is undoubtedly a reference to the actions of Ensign
George Milne, who commanded at Fort Prince George immediately prior to
the Montgomery campaign in 1760. Milne had invited a Cherokee delegation
headed by a Lower Towns leader named Tistoe to peace talks over dinner, and
then kidnapped him . When Grant found out about the incident, he arrested
Milne and freed the hostages. For the Creek talks, see Grant to Shelburne, St.
Augustine, October 31, 1767,JGP, Reel 1, Frames 334-335; "Proceedings of the
Second Picolata Congress," November 21-3, 1767, GFT, 472-473 . For the Fort
Prince George incident, see Corkran, Cherokee Frontier, 205-206, 211; Oliphant,
Peace and War, 87.
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presence of some of the white settlers. 51 His announcement ended
the first day's session, and the Creeks and their interpreters drank
to excess on the next day and could not hold the meeting. Finally,
the Pumpkin King of Ousseechee addressed Grant's demand on the
congress's third day. The Pumpkin King affirmed his disapproval of
the murders and promised Grant that he would have the assailants
punished. Pleased at the Pumpkin King's response, the governor
re-read the treaty from the First Picolata Congress, and then
adjourned the meeting. Over the course of the next four days,
Grant distributed vast stores 0f presents and rum to the Creeks.
The attendees celebrated and held festivities for those four days,
then gathered th~ir gifts and returned to their towns. 52
The St. Marys affair proved to be the only Creek-related issue
Grant ~ould not solve during his tenure. It continued to cause
him difficulty for the next four years, as he could not manage to
apprehend the murderers. After the congress, Grant felt optimistic
about the prospect of settling the affair. He boasted to the Earl
of Shelburne that, although the cost of the congress ran high,
"mon~y could not be better applyed [sic], as it certainly prevented
an Indian War. " 53 He figured that the headmen would soon bring
about the execution of the murderers, which he would reward
with another congress and another disbursement of presents.
Unfortunately for Grant, things did not play out so smoothly. In
April 1768, the governor received a letter from an interpreter
residing in the Creek town of Chehaw, Stephen Forrester. Forrester
informed Grant the Lower Creek headmen claimed to have settled
51

52

53

At the first Picolata congress, Grant and Creek leaders set up a system of
reciprocal justice, which both sides were to follow in case any murd~rs occurred
on the frontier. If a group of Creeks were to kill any number of whites, the
Creek headmen were to execute an equal number from the murdering party.
A group of whites, presumably relatives or associates of the murdered party,
were to witness this execution as well. Likewise, if white settlers killed a number
of Creeks, Grant agreed to execute an equal number from the guilty party in
the presence of a Creek delegation. "Treaty of Picolata," November 15-[20],
1765, GFT, 464-465.
The Creeks observed their traditional dances and games all the while. Grant
commented in a letter to William Knox that "they danced the Eagle Tail
Dance, played Ball & were vastly pleased." Grant to Shelburne, St. Augustine,
October 31, 1767, ]GP, Reel 1, Frames 334-335; "Proceedings of the Second
Picolata Congress," November 21-23, 1767, GFT, 473-474 ("rogue"); Roupell
to Stuart, St. Augustine, December 10, 1767, GFT, 475-476; Grant to Knox, St.
Augustine, December 18, 1767,JGP, Reel 2, Frames 87-88.
Grant's expense statement listed the cost of the congress as at around £361.
Grant to Shelburne, St. Augustine, December 10, 1767 and January 6, 1768,
]GP, Reel 1, Frames 336-337, 340-341.
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the affair, but upon investigation found their arrangement far from
satisfactory. The headmen only offered one death as satisfaction
for the murders, not two. Moreover, the dead man was not even
one of the murderers, but their uncle. Fearful for their lives, the
murderers killed their uncle and claimed that he had put them up
to the assault at St. Marys. In so doing, they hoped that all parties
involved would accept the uncle's death in place of theirs. 54
Both the guilty party and the headmen tried to pass this off
as acceptable retribution for the murdered colonists. Tallechea
served as the Lower Creek spokesman in the affair, and came
to St. Augustine to deliver a talk to Grant in June 1768. The
headman hoped to convince the governor of his good faith and
peaceful intentions by presenting Grant with a white eagle wing,
a Creek symbol of peace, at the beginning of his talk. He then
explained the killing of the murderers' uncle and begged Grant
to accept this as sufficient satisfaction for the murders. Grant
scoffed at this notion, as the man put to death had not even been
one of the actual murderers. He even offered to pardon one
of the offenders if the headmen should put the other to death,
but insisted that one member of the guilty party had to die for
the crime. The point was one of-clashing cultural norms. For a
Briton such as Grant, guilt was an individual burden, and only
the guilty could justly suffer for his or her crimes. Creeks saw
justice as a kin-based affair, where one's kin group held collective
responsibility for each member's actions. In the case of murder,
the death of any member of the offending kin group could cover
54

Because most Creek leaders did not possess the kind of coercive authority
requisite to enact such punishments, any attempt to forcibly apprehend and
execute the murderers would have been risky. Punishment for violent crimes
was either a matter of vengeance taken out by the victims and their relatives,
or else handled internally by the offenders' kin group. It is possible that the
fi\Urderers were related to a powerful leader who had protected them from
being executed . For evidence regarding the murders, see Grant to Pierce
Sinnott, St. Augustine, February 23, 1768, ]GP, Reel 2, Frame 108; Stephen
Forrester to Grant, Chehaw, April 30, 1768, ]GP, Reel 15, Frames 224-225 .
For a discussion of Creek political structure, particularly the autonomy of
towns and clans, and the operation oi the concept of blood vengeance, see
Robbie Ethridge, Creek Country: The Creek Indians and Their World (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2003), 94-96, 109-110, 228-232; Hahn,
Invention of the Creek Nation, 21-23, 214; Piker, Okfuskee: A Creek Town in Colonial
America (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2004), 1, 15-16, 40-42;
Claudio Saunt, A New Order of Things: Property, Power, and the Transformation of
the Creek Indians, 1733-1816 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 21,
91-97. Saunt's work speaks of the affair involving Grant, and offers its own
analysis of the incident.
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for the crime. The disconnect either showed the limits of Grant's
understanding of Southeastern Indian societies, or the point at
which of his forbearance of their customs gave way. In either case,
Grant thought the British method of justice superior, and was
determined to have the Creeks observe its dictates. The governor
saw the incident as a matter of principle, for he thought it wrong
that the Creeks would h_ave the murder of an "innocent" man pass
for punishment of the guilty party. Grant seemed determined to
force the Creeks to execute one of the actual murderers, and
refused to accept any othe: arrangement. 55
When some colonists killed a Creek the following year, Grant
saw it as an opportunity to demonstrate to the headman the
"proper" way in which to prosecute a murder case. On the St.Johns
River, a few colonists killed a Creek hunter due to their fear that
he had- come to steal their cattle or horses. Grant feared that the
victim's family would take vengeance upon the colonists at-large
and provoke a frontier conflict. Moreover, Grant had not forgotten
how the Virginians and Carolinians had behaved towards the
Cherokees. He wanted to send a clear message to his own people
that violence and vigilantism would not reign in his province. The
governor acted immediately on the issue, sending a talk to the
Lower Creek headmen and warriors. The governor vowed that he
would investigate and secure punishment for the crime. Within
days, Grant had two suspects seized and thrown into jail. Grant then
met with the father of the victim, a warrior named Nipke from the
town of Ousseechee. He gave Nipke food, drink, and tobacco, and
comforted him over his murdered son, pledging to obtain justice.

55

For Creeks, the death of a man from the murderers' family would satisfy
as punishment. Their system allowed for ascribing guilt for a crime to an
offender's entire clan or community, rather than to the offender himself. The
clan or community would carry a "blood debt," whereby it had to surrender
a life to make up for the life of the murdered party. The circumstances
under which the clan or community paid the blood debt mattered less than a
reciprocation ofloss oflife; the murderers' killing of their uncle, as it cost the
life of a community member, satisfied the blood debt. See "Tallechea Delivers
Lower Creek Proposal on Satisfaction, which Governor Grant Rejects," GFT,
476-477; Grant to Stuart, St. Augustine,June 30, 1768,JGP, Reel 2, Frame 125;
Duane Champagne, Social Order and Political Change: Constitutional Governments
among the Cherokee, the Choctaw, the Chickasaw, and the Creek (Stanford, CA.:
University Press, 1992), 33-34. The execution of a (somewhat) innocent man
in place of the guilty party also holds some parallels to the execution of Acorn
Whistler in 1754, as described in Joshua Piker, The Four Deaths of Acorn Whistler
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2013.)
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Soon thereafter, one of the prisoners confessed to the crime, after
his cellmate informed the governor of the man's guilt. 56
Nervous over a potential border war, Grant was eager to
demonstrate an example of swift judicial action to the Creek
headmen. After the murderer was tried for his crime, convicted,
and sentenced to death, Grant arranged to have him executed
within a matter of days. He fired off a letter to the leaders of
Alachua and Little Savannah, informing them that he would soon
hang the accused party. In this same talk, Grant brought up the
St. Marys murder, and explicitly connected the two cases. Grant
believed that his expeditious handling of the St.Johns affair would
oblige the headmen to act with similar speed on the St. Marys case.
He voiced his expectations when he told the headmen, "I am the
last man who would protect or pardon a White Rogue, and I expect
to find the same readiness from my Red Brothers in giving up their
Rogues." Within ten days of sending this message, Grant reported
the successful hanging of the murderer in Nipke's presence. In
total, only four weeks passed between Grant receiving news of the
incident and the execution of the murderer. 57
Grant hoped that his speedy resolution of the St. Johns affair
would procure satisfaction for the St. Marys murders. Yet, Grant
received no news concerning the incident in the weeks and months
that followed, and the two murderers remained alive and free. By
August 1769, Grant grew frustrated with the situation and wrote
an angry letter to the Lower Creeks. Grant reminded Lower
Creek leaders of all of the positive things he had done for them
in the five years he had governed East Florida. He mentioned
how he continually fed and provisioned them, how he treated
them with respect, and made efforts to have their horses returned
when colonists stole them. Grant also reminded them of his swift
execution of the St. Johns murderer and chided them for not
doing the same with the St. Marys murderers. The governor warned
56

57

Grant to the Lower Creek Headmen and Warriors, St. Augustine, December 19,
1768,JGP, Reel 2, Frame 154; Grant to James Wright, St. Augustine, December
19, 1768,JGP, Reel 2, Frames 154-155; Grant to Knox, St. Augustine, December
21, 1768 andJanuary 14, 1769,JGP, Reel 2, Frames 158-159, 168-170; Grant to
Stuart, St. Augustine, December 22, 1768,JGP, Reel 2, Frames 159-160.
Grant to the Headmen and Warriors of Alachua and Little Savannah, St.
Augustine, January 5, 1769, ]GP, Reel 2, Frames 167-168 ("I am the last man
... ");Grant to Christopher D'Oyly, St. Augustine, January 14, 1769,JGP, Reel
1, Frames 381-382; Grant to the Earl of Hillsborough, St. Augustine, January
14, 1769, ]GP, Reel 1, Frames 382-383; Grant to Knox, St. Augustine, January
14, 1769,JGP, Reel 2, Frames 168-170.
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them that if they did not show better faith in punishing offenders,
he would refrain from giving them presents or provisions in the
future. Grant followed through on his promise in mid-1770, when
some of the Creeks began calling for another Picolata Congress. He
refused, citing the fact that the St. Marys murderers still remained
at large. Grant finally left the province to return to Great Britain in
May 1771, with the 1ssue.unresolved. 58
The St. Marys affair demonstrated the restricted nature of
Creek political authority, as well as the limits of Grant's tolerance of
Creek customs. To Grant, _the headmen seemed intransigent and
unwilling to cooperate in punishing the murderers. In actuality,
the headmen lacked the power to seize or punish the culprits on
their own. Grant acknowledged this fact, but never seemed to
truly c_s>mprehend it. The governor noted the lack of "coercive
authority" among the Creek towns, and called the culprits
"vagabonds," unattached to any town or headman. Despite this,
Grant stubbornly maintained that the headmen should execute
the murderers. He stuck to the idea that they would employ force
if he _pressured them enough. Grant seemed to think that Indian
leaders had the ability to seize more power if they chose to do
so. While his experience with the Cherokees gave him cursory
knowledge of Indian diplomacy, it did not make him the expert
he often pretended to be : The knowledge he gained among the
Overhills proved sufficient to maintain peace with the Creeks.
Grant certainly avoided committing some of the faux pas of his
more aggressive and culturally-insensitive counterparts. Yet, Grant
did not fully understand Creek society and this occasionally left
him incapable of relating to the Creek headmen, as his handling
of the St. Marys affair shows.
While Grant did not possess a perfect understanding of Creek
culture, his knowledge proved sufficient to maintain a negotiated
peace with the Lower Creek towns. During the Anglo-Cherokee War,
Grant learned of systems of gift exchange and diplomatic discourse
among Southeastern Indians. Upon his appointment as governor
of East Florida, Grant engaged his Lower Creek neighbors in a
tactful manner, making sure to observe their customs and rituals.
Grant had difficulty during the St. Marys affair, when the issue
at hand required a deeper familiarity with .creek societies than
58

Grant to the Headmen and Warriors of the Lower Creek Nation, St. Augustine,
September 8, 1769, ]GP, Reel 2, Frames 208-209; Grant to Hillsborough, St.
Augustine,July 10, 1770,JGP, Reel 1, Frames 409-410.
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he possessed. Even so, his handling of Creek diplomacy proved
successful. Throughout his tenure, the southeastern Anglo-Creek
frontier remained relatively quiet, as only two murders occurred
in his nearly seven years as governor. The province stayed mostly
peaceful due the work of both Grant and Lower Creek headmen to
prevent warfare, a task facilitated by Grant's respectful observance
of ritual and custom, and his willingness to treat Creek leaders with
respect. In an era where imperial policy was in flux, Grant's policies
represented a direction in which British colonial administration
(or even an independent American republic) could have gone. If
Anglo-Americans had restrained their land hunger, treated Native
leaders more judiciously, and paid greater respect to their customs,
perhaps this "new system" could have helped to create a very
different future.
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